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In a liquid rocket engine, a turbopump is used to supply

low-pressure, low-temperature fuel and liquid oxidizer to the

combustor. This circumstance causes cavitation in the impeller of

the turbopump. To solve the performance degradation and vibration

problem of the impeller due to the cavitation, an inducer is installed

in front of the impeller.

In this study, effects of casing step on cavitation performance

has been investigated. Upstream and downstream of inducer, static

pressures have been measured to determine head coefficient and

cavitation number, and cavitation phenomenon has been visualized

using high speed camera.
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In the range of cavitation number above 0.07, there is no

difference in head coefficient of the casing with step and the casing

without step. However, in the range of cavitation number below

0.07, head coefficient of the casing without step is higher than head

coefficient of the casing with step.

According to the visualization results in the range of cavitation

number below 0.07, backflow cavitation was not suppressed in

casing without step. This backflow cavitation blocks main flow

path, and varies inlet flow structure. This makes suppression of tip

leakage cavitation growth, which affects head coefficient.

Keywords: Turbopump, Inducer, Casing step, High speed camera,

Cavitation, Cavitation number, Head coefficient, Backflow

cavitation

Student Number: 2015-20759
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Nomenclature

A area of inducer inlet (m2)

D tip diameter of inducer

 static pressure at the in front of the inducer (Pa)

 static pressure at the behind the inducer (Pa)

 vapor pressure (Pa)

Q flow rate ()

r tip radius of inducer

 inner radius of casing at the inlet

 inner radius of casing at the inducer

 inner radius of casing at the outlet

t tip clearance

x backflow cavitation upstream propagation length

 density of water (kg/)

 inducer rotational speed (rad/s)

 flow coefficient, = 

 head coefficient, =     
 

 cavitation number, =    
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Chapter 1. Introduction

In a liquid rocket engine as shown in Fig. 1.1, a turbopump is

an integral component in a propellant feeding system. In order to

reduce the weight and size of the tank, low temperature, low

pressure liquid oxidizer and fuel must be used. The turbopump

rotating at a high speed is an environment in which cavitation is

likely to occur easily due to the low temperature, low pressure liquid

oxidizer and fuel, thereby causing problems such as performance

degradation and instability.

In order to prevent performance degradation and instability from

occurring in the turbopump, an inducer is installed at the turbopump

as shown in Fig. 1.2. However, cavitation also occurs in the inducer

itself, and this affects performance degradation and instability in the

inducer.

There are several types of inducer cavitation as shown in Fig.

1.3 [7,8,9]. The first is bubble cavitation. This cavitation occurs when

the nuclei in the flow grow as they are moved into the regions of

the suction side of the inducer blade which is low pressure. The

second is tip leakage cavitation. Through the tip clearance between

inducer tip and casing, due to the pressure difference between suction

side and pressure side of the blade, the tip leakage cavitation is

occurred. As the region of tip leakage cavitation on the blades grows,

the head coefficient,  , is decreased. The third is backflow cavitation.

At the shear layer between the straight main flow and the swirling

backflow in the outer region in front of the inducer, the backflow

cavitation is occurred.
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To solve the cavitation problem especially on the cavitation

instability, there were researches about the effect of inducer casing

geometry. Hashimoto et al. [1] experimented with three different

geometries of casing and confirmed that the increase of backflow

cavitation by large inlet inducer casing is considered to be closely

related to the suppression of cavitation instability. Fujii et al. [2]

investigated that the higher order cavitation instability was

suppressed by using casing with larger step at the inlet. Shimagaki

et al. [3] found that enlargement of inducer inlet casing suppressed

rotating cavitation. Tomaru et al. [4] found that cavitation instability

from the inducer was suppressed by casing with backflow restriction

step. Kimura et al. [5] investigated that slight modification of the

casing geometry at the inlet affected the flow around the inducer,

especially the vortex structure. Kang et al. [6] investigated that

cavitation instability can be suppressed by the circumferential groove.

Only researches on cavitation instability have been investigated,

but the effects of the casing geometry on the cavitation performance

have not been investigated. Therefore, this study provides

measurement of cavitation performance using two different casing

configuration.
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Figure 1.1 Liquid rocket

engine KSLV-1

Figure 1.2 RL-10 turbopump by Pratt & Whitney

Rocketdyne
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Figure 1.3 Types of inducer cavitation (Re-drawn from

Hydrodynamics of Pumps, Brennen, C.E.)
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Chapter 2. Experimental Details

2-1. Test facility

In this experiment, the closed-loop turbopump inducer test

facility in Seoul National University depicted in Fig. 2.1 was used. It

consists of a water tank, an inducer, a motor, a straightener, a flow

meter, a control valve, a vacuum pump and a booster pump.

The water tank can fill 0.9 m3 and the capacity of the motor is

60-kW, and it can rotate the inducer up tp 10,000 rpm. The rotational

speed of the motor is controlled by a variable frequency-drive. The

vacuum pump is installed at the water tank to decrease system

pressure. Before the flow meter, the straightener is installed to make

flow uniform. After the flow meter, the control valve is installed to

control the flow rate, and the booster pump is installed to force the

flow during the occurring severe cavitation at the inducer to maintain

the flow rate.

The test inducer provided by the Korea Aerospace Research

Institute is shown in Fig. 2.2. And its specifications are listed in

Table 1. The test inducer has 3 blades, its diameter is 0.094m, and

its design flow coefficient is 0.096.

The geometry of two casings used in this experiment are shown

in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4. One casing has a step in front of the inducer

which means large inlet diameter, the other casing does not have a

step in front of the inducer which means constant inlet diameter.

Both casings has the same diameter after the inducer tip leading

edge. Parameters of casings are summarized in the Table 2.
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of the SNU turbopump inducer test facility

Figure 2.2 Test inducer

from Korea Aerospace

Research Institute
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Parameter Value

Blade number 3

Diameter (D) 0.094m

Design flow coefficient (d) 0.096

Solidity at tip 2.7

Blade tip inlet angle 9.6 deg.

Blade tip outlet angle 15.0 deg.

Non-dimensional tip clearance (t/D) 0.0106

Table 1 Parameters of test inducer

Figure 2.3 Casing with step
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Figure 2.4 Casing without step

(mm) Casing w/ step Casing w/o step

r1 54.15 48

r2 48 48

r3 43 43

Table 2 Parameters of casing with step and without step
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2-2. Instrumentation

To measure the static pressure, eight static pressure transducers

and four static pressure transducers are installed at 1 diameter

upstream of the inducer tip leading edge and 0.75 diameter

downstream of the inducer tip leading edge. Each static pressure

transducer has an accuracy of 0.04 % of full scale (200 kPa for eight

static pressure transducer and 400 kPa for four static pressure

transducer).

To measure the mean flow rate, the electromagnetic flow meter

is installed behind the inducer. It has an accuracy of 0.25 % full

scale (20 kg/s).

To visualize the cavitation phenomenon, the high speed camera

is used to shoot at a speed of 5000 fps.

2-3. Data reduction

Flow coefficient is defined as:

 


Where Q is flow rate, A is area of an inducer inlet, r is the inducer

tip radius and  is the inducer rotational speed.

Head coefficient is defined as:
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Where  is the static pressure in front of the inducer,  is

the static pressure behind the inducer,  is density of the water.

Cavitation number is defined as:

 


  

Where  is the vapor pressure.

The measurement uncertainties of the flow coefficient, head

coefficient and cavitation number are estimated within ±0.000422,

±0.00398 and ±0.000759, respectively.
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Chapter 3. Results and Discussion

3-1. Operating condition

All measurements has been conducted at design flow coefficient,

d, 0.096. The water temperature was room temperature about 298

K. The inducer rotational speed was 5000 rpm.

3-2. Cavitation performance

To evaluate inducer performance, head coefficient  , has been

measured at various cavitation number,  .

Three repeatability tests have been conducted for the same test

condition in both casings. The repeatability tests results are shown in

Fig 3.1 and Fig 3.2.

Figure 3.3 shows the cavitation performance difference between

casing with step and casing without step.

In the range of cavitation number,  , above 0.07, there is no

difference in head coefficient,  , between casing with step and casing

without step. However, in the range of cavitation number,  , below

0.07, head coefficient,  , of casing without step is higher than head

coefficient,  , of casing with step.
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Fig 3.1 Repeatability tests for cavitation performance in case casing

with step [10]

Fig 3.2 Repeatability tests for cavitation performance in case casing

without step
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Fig 3.3 Cavitation performance of casing with step and casing

without step
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3-3. Cavitation visualization

To find out what happened, cavitation phenomenon visualization

has been conducted from cavitation number,  , 0.14 to cavitation

number,  , 0.03.

Figure 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 show the cavitation phenomenon of

casing with step and casing without step at cavitation number.  ,

0.14 and 0.1 respectively.

To compare the backflow cavitation propagation to upstream,

lines are added at each case.

Red solid line means inducer hub leading edge and red dotted

line means backflow cavitation propagation to upstream direction.

Using these lines, backflow cavitation propagation to upstream length

is normalized by inducer tip diameter.

In this cavitation number,  , range, backflow cavitation

propagation to upstream length of casing with step is longer than

casing without step. However, difference between each casing head

coefficient,  , is less than 1 %. This is because the region of tip

leakage cavitation on the blades does not grow enough in both

casings due to high inlet pressure.

The backflow cavitation propagation to upstream length with

difference in head coefficient,  , of each casing has been summarized

in Table 4.
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Fig 3.4 Cavitation visualization

of casing with step (Up) and

casing without step (Down) at

cavitation number,  , 0.14

Fig 3.5 Cavitation visualization

of casing with step (Up) and

casing without step (Down) at

cavitation number,  , 0.1
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 0.14  0.1

Casing w/ step w/o step w/ step w/o step

Backflow cavitation

upstream

propagation length

(x/D)

0.410 0.182 0.387 0.162

∆ less than 1%

Table 3 The backflow cavitation upstream propagation length

normalized by inducer tip diameter with difference in head

coefficient,  , of casing with step and casing without step

Figure 3.6, Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8 show the cavitation phenomenon

of casing with step and casing without step at cavitation number,  ,

0.07, 0.05 and 0.03 respectively.

To compare the backflow cavitation propagation to upstream,

lines are added at each case.

Red solid line means inducer hub leading edge and red dotted

line means backflow cavitation propagation to upstream direction.

Using these lines, backflow cavitation propagation to upstream length

is normalized by inducer tip diameter.

Figure 3.6 shows the cavitation phenomenon of casing with step

and casing without step at cavitation number,  , 0.07.

Backflow cavitation of casing without step has been more

extended to the upstream direction than backflow cavitation of casing

with step.

Figure 3.7 shows the cavitation phenomenon of casing with step

and casing without step at cavitation number,  , 0.05.
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The backflow cavitation has been suppressed for both casings

compared to the cavitation number,  , 0.07. In casing with step, the

backflow cavitation has been suppressed completely, but in casing

without step, there has been backflow cavitation.

Figure 3.8 shows the cavitation phenomenon of casing with step

and casing without step at cavitation number,  , 0.03.

The backflow cavitation has been suppressed completely for both

casings.

The backflow cavitation propagation to upstream length with

difference in head coefficient,  , of each casing has been summarized

in Table 5.

When the backflow cavitation has been present only in casing

without step in case cavitation number,  , 0.05, the difference

between each casing head coefficient,  , is larger than when the

backflow cavitation has been present in both casings in case

cavitation number,  , 0.07.

However, when the backflow cavitation has been suppressed

completely in both casings in case cavitation number,  , 0.03, the

difference between each casing head coefficient,  , has been reduced.
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Fig 3.6 Cavitation visualization

of casing with step (Up) and

casing without step (Down) at

cavitation number,  , 0.07

Fig 3.7 Cavitation visualization

of casing with step (Up) and

casing without step (Down) at

cavitation number,  , 0.05
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Fig 3.8 Cavitation visualization

of casing with step (Up) and

casing without step (Down) at

cavitation number,  , 0.03
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 0.07  0.05  0.03

Casing
w/

step

w/o

step

w/

step

w/o

step

w/

step

w/o

step

Backflow cavitation

upstream propagation

length (x/D)

0.059 0.122 - 0.064 - -

∆ 5.357 % 13.839 % 2.679 %

Table 4 The backflow cavitation upstream propagation length

normalized by inducer tip diameter with difference in head

coefficient,  , of casing with step and casing without step

3-4. Discussion

Figure 3.9 shows the types of inducer cavitation. As you can

see, backflow cavitation blocks the main flow path around the casing.

Therefore, main flow velocity is increased compared to the

casing with step at the same flow rate. This increases flow angle as

shown in Fig. 3.10. And increased flow angle decreases incidence

angle which defined as difference between blade angle and flow

angle.

As the incidence angle is decreased, growth of the tip leakage

cavitation region on the blades is suppressed. Therefore, at low

cavitation number,  , in casing without step, due to the backflow

cavitation, head coefficient,  , is higher than head coefficient,  , of

casing with step.
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Fig 3.10 Related angle of casing with step and casing without step

Fig 3.9 Types of inducer cavitation and related angle (Re-drawn from

Hydrodynamics of Pumps, Brennen, C.E.)
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Chapter 4. Conclusions

In this study, head coefficient,  , and cavitation number,  , has

been measured and cavitation phenomenon has been observed using

high speed camera.

Conclusions through this study are summarized as follows:

1) Cavitation performance has been measured to compare the

effect of presence of casing step.

2) For cavitation number,  , above 0.07, there is no difference

in head coefficient,  , between casing with step and casing

without step.

3) For cavitation number,  , below 0.07, head coefficient,  , of

casing without step is higher than head coefficient,  , of

casing with step.

4) Backflow cavitation of casing without step is not

suppressed for cavitation number,  , below 0.07.

5) Backflow cavitation causes decrease of incidence angle, so

this makes suppression of tip leakage cavitation region

growth.
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요약문(국문초록)

케이싱 형상에 따른 터보펌프 인듀서

캐비테이션 성능 변화 측정

하 지 훈

기계항공공학부

서울대학교 대학원

로켓 엔진에서는, 저압, 저온의 연료와 산화제를 연소기에 공급하기

위해 터보펌프가 사용된다. 이러한 환경으로 인해 터보펌프의 임펠러에

는 캐비테이션이 발생하게 된다. 캐비테이션으로 인한 임펠러에서의 성

능저하와 진동문제를 해결하기 위해 임펠러 앞에 인듀서를 설치하게 된

다.

본 연구에서는 케이싱 스텝이 인듀서의 캐비테이션 성능에 미치는

영향을 조하였다. 인듀서의 상류와 하류에서 양정 계수와 캐비테이션수

를 구하기 위해 정압을 측정하였고, 고속 카메라를 사용하여 유동가시화

를 하였다.

캐비테이션 수의 범위가 0.07 이상에서는, 스텝이 있는 케이싱과 스

탭이 없는 케이싱의 양정계수 값이 같다. 그러나 캐비테이션 수의 범위

가 0.07 이하에서는, 스텝이 없는 케이싱의 경우가 스텝이 있는 케이싱의

경우보다 양정계수가 더 높다.

유동가시화 결과에 의하면, 캐비테이션 수가 0.07 이하일 때에는 스
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텝이 없는 케이싱의 경우, 재순환 캐비테이션이 억제가 되지 않는다.

재순환 캐비테이션은 케이싱 주위로 주 유동을 막음으로서 인듀서 앞의

유동장을 변화시킨다. 이는 인듀서 날에서 팁 누설 캐비테이션의 성장을

억제시킨다. 이로인해 스텝이 없는 케이싱의 양정계수가 스텝이 있는 케

이싱의 경우보다 증가 하였다.

주 요 어: 터보펌프, 인듀서, 케이싱 스텝, 고속 카메라, 캐비테이션, 캐비

테이션 수, 양정 계수, 재순환 캐비테이션
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